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SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – Australian developed holiday rental property management solution Genkan
today announced that they have entered into a partnership with Airbnb. The partnership allows
Genkan to integrate the newly released Airbnb two-way API allowing visitors to the Airbnb website
to directly book properties listed on the Genkan portal. The two API integration also allows users of
the Genkan software to market their properties on the Airbnb platform. The introduction into the
Genkan Connect functionality extends what is already provided by Booking.com, Homeaway and
Stayz. Genkan CEO, Glenn Smith commented; “the Airbnb development is one of the great
milestones for the company and extends the companies commitment for open integration which will
over the next few months include Flipkey and Expedia”
GENKAN
Genkan Pty Ltd is one of the world’s most innovative developers of software for holiday / vacation
rental management. Genkan is the true “all in one” with a total solution for holiday rental
management covering every gamut of the requirement of a professional holiday rental manager all
in one solution. Genkan first launched in 2010 and today has customer in many areas of the world.
www.genkan.com.au
AIRBNB
Founded in August of 2008 and based in San Francisco, California, Airbnb is a trusted community
marketplace for people to list, discover, and book unique accommodations around the world —
online or from a mobile phone or tablet. Whether an apartment for a night, a castle for a week, or a
villa for a month, Airbnb connects people to unique travel experiences, at any price point, in more
than 34,000 cities and 191 countries. And with world-class customer service and a growing
community of users, Airbnb is the easiest way for people to monetize their extra space and
showcase it to an audience of millions.
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